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the beach boys were once again stuck in the middle, but this time its clear that they themselves werent sure what to make of it. after smile, they went on a long, strange, strange absence. they tried and failed to make the next smile, they released sessions and california love (both classics, but not as
classic as smile), and then they dropped the entire album, the beach boys today! i think this one gets the most credit for making it to the top, but it doesnt really work on the radio. we wont go full on metallica on you here, but this is the kind of stuff that attracted the attention of james hetfield and his
bandmates in the beginning, and its just as valid as that pantera stuff. that metallic sound, the energy, the sense of fun, the sense of influence, the sense of leaning on the past, and the sense of triumph and future, were all there. if you are familiar with the work of hardcore, you will know that the musical
dna of that scene is all over this record. even the title suggests a link between hard rock, and pet sounds. the beach boys did that album, and bands like aerosmith, zeppelin, and the early red hot chili peppers all took a hint from it, and the rest is history. it's weird to think that pet sounds, the beach boys,
and other 60s pop, were the crutches upon which the counterculture was built upon. who knew, right? the young generations listened to american music and imitated it, right? and the 60s were the idealistic decade of the hippie movement, right? one of the smartest guys in the room, dr. dre, was a big
beach boys fan, and he was one of the musical minds that built a sound that inspired the generations that followed. the interplay of roots music, innovation, and some of the greatest musicians of the century. kool aid!
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at least i think thats the case. this is my first time hearing it and there is a change made that i am unsure of. i have spent an eternity listening to this and it looks like i have finally heard it. but it sounds like it was missing something. as a musical marvel, and unlike the album cut, it works. the beach boys,
a good listen. its obvious how much the bandmembers have evolved and improved in their playing. you can tell that it is not the same band that appeared on the "pet sounds" album or "sunflower". but, as a beach boys album, its a good one. these guys are truly great artists and have had a lasting effect
on rock and roll. in fact, this particular album is responsible for many of the bands songs that were played at the beach boys concerts. dennis wilson has always been an amazing song writer and a true inspiration for many great artists. its a pleasure to hear his songwriting abilities and to hear his voice.
the beach boys are a great band and this is a great beach boys album. i was listening to a beach boys album, and this song came on, and i figured why not? but, when i heard a few minutes into it that brian was singing lead, it was like, where did this come from? i am a huge fan of the beach boys, and

thought i knew the beach boys. so, it was interesting. then i read the liner notes, and was just floored. i loved it. its a true tribute to the beach boys. i will forever love these songs.  the beach boys are without a doubt the greatest american band of all time. you can try to argue with me and that will just be
a waste of time. just go out and buy the damned beach boys album, you don't need to listen to me. 5ec8ef588b
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